Conversion of bilayers of PS-b-PDMS block copolymer into closely packed, aligned silica nanopatterns.
Block copolymer (BCP) self-assembly is an effective and versatile approach for the production of complex nanopatterned interfaces. Monolayers of BCP films can be harnessed to produce a variety of different patterns, including lines, with specific spacings and order. In this work, bilayers of cylinder-forming polystyrene-block-polydimethylsiloxane block copolymer (PS-b-PDMS) were transformed into arrays of silica lines with half the pitch normally attained for conventional monolayers, with the PDMS acting as the source for the SiOx. The primary hurdle was ensuring the bilayer silica lines were distinctly separate; to attain the control necessary to prevent overlap, a number of variables related to the materials and self-assembly process were investigated in detail. Developing a detailed understanding of BCP film swelling during solvent annealing, blending of the PS-b-PDMS with PS homopolymer, utilization of a surface brush layer, and adjustment of the plasma exposure conditions, distinct and separate silica lines were prepared. On the microscale, the sample coverage of PS-b-PDMS bilayers was investigated and maximized to attain >95% bilayers under defined conditions. The bilayer BCP structures were also amenable to graphoepitaxy, and thus, dense and highly ordered arrays of silica line patterns with tightly controlled width and pitch were fabricated and distributed uniformly across a Si surface.